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Abstract. Various timing-based mutual exclusion algorithms have been proposed that guarantee
mutual exclusion if certain timing assumptions hold. In this paper, we examine how these algorithms
behave when the time for the basic operations is governed by probability distributions. In particular,
we are concerned with how often such algorithms succeed in allowing a processor to obtain a critical
region and how this success rate depends on the random variables involved. We explore this question
in the case where operation times are governed by exponential and gamma distributions, using both
theoretical analysis and simulations.
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1. Introduction. A good design methodology for developing distributed algorithms, as advocated by Liskov [10], is to assume the worst and hope for the best. In
assuming the worst, one designs an algorithm which is safe regardless of the amount
of time each operation takes. In hoping for the best, one designs the algorithm to
optimize some utility function under certain timing assumptions.
A nice example of such a design is the mutual exclusion algorithm of Lynch and
Shavit [12]. We describe the algorithm here at a high level; deﬁnitions of the relevant
terms appear in section 2.1. The Lynch and Shavit algorithm for mutual exclusion is
designed to cope with variations in timing of read and write operations. It combines
previous mutual exclusion algorithms of Fischer [5] and Lamport [8] in a clever way in
order to guarantee mutual exclusion and weak deadlock-freedom, as well as guarantee
deadlock-freedom if certain timing constraints are met. Speciﬁcally, the algorithm is
guaranteed to avoid deadlock if all steps of a process take time in a ﬁxed range [c1 , c2 ].
Given these timing constraints, speciﬁc pauses depending on the bounds c1 and c2 are
added into the program for each process; these pauses ensure deadlock-freedom. Note
that deadlock-freedom comes at a price, namely, the introduction of pauses that delay
the completion of operations. In practice, detecting deadlock and breaking it are very
costly in terms of time, and therefore a good design should ensure that deadlock never
or rarely happens.
It is reasonable to assume that hard timing constraints will rarely or never be
violated in the case of interprocess communication through a standard shared memory,
such as when processes are running on machines in the same room. The gap between
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the minimum and maximum memory reaction time is likely to be suﬃciently small
enough that pauses based on these timing constraints will generally yield only a small
performance penalty. With the rise of fast networks and the Internet, however, there
are alternative situations where processors may communicate through a much slower
and more variable shared memory medium. For example, interprocess communication
can be accomplished via servers reading and writing shared disk pages from a shared
farm of disks accessible over a network. The mechanisms for using shared disks in
this manner exist today and are described in several works on storage area networks
[3, 4, 9, 14]. Indeed, storage area networks oﬀer a shared memory that is cheap,
reliable, and large; moreover, with regard to the design of distributed algorithms, the
physical model of this architecture is close to the abstract model of shared memory.
Operations on a disk-based shared memory might be slow and have large variance;
moreover, its timing may not be well understood. Making hard timing assumptions
that are guaranteed to hold may entail prohibitively long timeouts or self-delays for
practice.
An alternative application that we envision involves multiple processes interacting
via the Internet, such as in an auction on eBay. In such a scenario, the number
of processes interacting may be extremely large. Also, while operations on shared
memory may be instantaneous, users cannot expect response times on the order of
shared memory systems, since Internet progagation delay will dominate.
Therefore, we are motivated to expand the analysis of the performance of mutual
exclusion algorithms based on shared memory to systems that can potentially have
long delays, so that the bounded timing model is not applicable. In many cases,
even when timing bounds may prove problematic, knowledge of the distribution of
operation times may be possible through systematic study. Consequently, we suggest
introducing a probabilistic analysis of mutual exclusion algorithms under random
delays.
Besides the above motivation, once we considered the idea of probabilistic analysis, it occurred to us that randomized algorithms for mutual exclusion may be more
eﬃcient than previous algorithms even in the context of fast shared memories. Instead of having algorithms introduce deterministic pauses designed for the worst case
in order to guarantee mutual exclusion, using shorter pauses with random times may
lead to better practical performance. The hope is that smaller random delays will
avoid deadlock often enough that it will be more eﬃcient to use small random delays
and a mechanism for breaking deadlock than a slower deadlock-free algorithm. This
approach may allow tradeoﬀs between correctness properties and eﬃciency.
A further motivation for introducing probabilistic models into this area is simply
to gain more insight into the features of these algorithms. In particular, our analysis
demonstrates that an appropriate pause (even one that lasts a random time) can
dramatically change an algorithm’s behavior.
We further note that the probabilistic framework we introduce is reminiscent
of similar work on contention resolution in multiaccess channels. The contention
resolution framework has proven highly successful. (See the notes in [6] or references
from [7] or [13].) We suspect that this direction may therefore prove worthwhile in the
context of mutual exclusion or other distributed algorithms as well. For example, since
the publication of the original version of this paper, a similar probabilistic framework
was used by Aspnes to study a deterministic consensus algorithm against an adversary
who cannot control random timing noise introduced by the system [2].
In this paper, we focus on the case where operation times have the exponential
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distribution. This distribution has properties which prove handy for analysis. Moreover, although the assumption of exponential distributions is not correct in practice,
algorithms that behave well under the exponential distribution are generally assumed
(whether correctly or not) to behave well under “reasonable” distributions. Thus they
make an appropriate starting point for this analysis. We also examine the case where
operation times have a gamma distribution, both to oﬀer more insight and to avoid
the problem of drawing conclusions speciﬁc to the exponential distribution.
We refer to the basic unit of much of our analysis as a lock. Loosely speaking,
for our purposes a lock is a shared variable that can be inspected (or read, to see
if it is clear), written (to attempt to take control), and read (to see if control has
been obtained). A processor successfully passes through a lock if it ﬁnds it clear on
inspection, writes its processor ID to it, and reads back its processor ID. Note that a
processor may pause, or self-delay, between any of these steps. A lock is a basic unit
in Fischer’s mutual exclusion algorithm [5], which we describe in section 2.1. Studying
locks provides us with the means and insight to study variations on the algorithm of
Lynch and Shavit [12].
We are interested in answers to questions such as the following:
1. How often do locks succeed, and how does this depend on the underlying
distributions?
2. Are we better oﬀ with one lock with a long pause or two consecutive locks
with smaller pauses?
3. How should lock constructions be combined in this setting?
In this paper, we focus on the analysis of the basic lock construction and explore the behavior of these locks and some of our questions with simulations. As
a by-product of our work, we explore the behavior of several simple but interesting
Markov chains. We believe that further, more detailed analysis of these Markov chains
would be interesting, not only because of their connection to timed mutual exclusion
algorithms, but also in and of themselves.
Because we focus on the simple lock mechanism, the analysis in this version of
the paper is essentially self-contained. However, we encourage the interested reader
to peruse the work by Lynch and Shavit on timing-based mutual exclusion [12] for
more details on Lamport’s algorithm, Fischer’s algorithm, and their combination, in
order to put this work in context.
2. Background.
2.1. Deﬁnitions. For completeness, we describe the basic deﬁnitions associated
with the mutual exclusion problem. Here we generally follow the deﬁnitions and
notation of [12]. (See also [11] for extensive references and related work.)
A mutual exclusion algorithm arbitrates among n sequential threads of control,
or processes. Processes communicate by reading and writing in some form of shared
memory. Read and write operations on this memory are assumed to execute instantaneously; that is, they happen atomically on memory locations. The process itself,
however, might not obtain the result of the read or write until some future time,
depending on the architecture of the system. For our purposes, the program associated with each process has a form as given in Figure 1. In particular, a process has
an associated critical region. A system is said to satisfy mutual exclusion if in any
reachable system state at most one user is in its critical region. Note that the trying
region and the exit region are used to coordinate entry to and exit from the critical
region; the remainder region is where all other work is done.
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Basic process
p: current process index
repeat forever:
remainder region
trying region
critical region
exit region
end repeat;
Fig. 1. Basic process program.

Two other properties are useful to consider. A system is said to be weakly
deadlock-free if when any single process’s trying region is concurrent only with the
remainder regions of other processes, then its trying region terminates, and similarly
if when any single process’s exit region is concurrent only with the remainder region
of other processes, then its exit region terminates. This property corresponds to the
requirement that if a process runs alone, it accesses the critical region. The stronger
property of being deadlock-free, which corresponds to the requirement that the system
progress, requires that
• if some process is in the trying region and no process is in the critical region,
then subsequently some process enters the critical region; and
• if some process is in the exit region, then subsequently some process enters
the remainder region.
The algorithm of Lynch and Shavit relies on Lamport’s fast mutual exclusion
algorithm [8] to guarantee that mutual exclusion is never violated. (See Figure 2.)
It also relies on Fischer’s timed mutual exclusion algorithm [5] to provide Lamport’s
algorithm the environment it requires for deadlock-freedom, namely, a single contender. (See Figure 3.) We discuss the combined algorithms in section 4. Proofs of
these properties appear in [12].
Note the appearance of a pause in Fischer’s timed mutual exclusion algorithm.
The point of the pause is as follows: suppose each step of a process, corresponding
to a line of code, takes time bounded between [c1 , c2 ] for some positive ﬁnite values
c1 and c2 . Then if the pause time corresponds to at least c2 /c1  steps (using for
example no-op operations), so that the pause takes time at least c2 , then Fischer’s
algorithm guarantees both mutual exclusion and deadlock-freedom.
2.2. Properties of the exponential distribution. Recall that a random variable that is exponentially distributed with mean µ is deﬁned by its probability density
function, f (x) = (1/µ)e−x/µ . The exponential distribution proves convenient for theoretical study because of its special properties. We brieﬂy note these properties here
and make use of them without further reference throughout this paper.
• Memoryless property. Suppose that the time until an event is determined
by an exponential random variable with mean µ. Given that the event has
not yet happened, the remaining time until the event happens is still an
exponential random variable with mean µ.
• Minimum property. Suppose that the times until each of k events are determined by independent exponential random variables with mean µ. Then the
time until the ﬁrst of these events occurs is exponential with mean µk .
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Lamport
x, y: shared registers, initially 0
p: current process index
% Entering ME-lock
L:
x := p;
if y = 0 then goto L;
y := 1;
if x = p then goto L;
enter critical region;
exit critical region;
y := 0;
% Exiting ME-lock
Fig. 2. Lamport style mutual exclusion.

Fischer
x: shared register, initially 0
p: current process index
% Entering ME-lock
L:
if x = 0 then goto L;
x := p;
pause
if x = p then goto L;
enter critical region;
exit critical region;
x := 0;
% Exiting ME-lock
Fig. 3. Fischer’s timed mutual exclusion algorithm.

• Fairness property. Suppose that the times until events A and B are determined by independent exponential random variables with means µ1 and µ2 ,
2
respectively. Then event A occurs ﬁrst with probability µ1µ+µ
.
2
2.3. How many pass through? We begin by considering a basic unit for
mutual exclusion algorithms, namely, a lock. A lock access protocol consists of an
inspect phase (which is an initial read of the shared variable that comprises the lock),
a write phase, and a ﬁnal read phase. A processor inspects the lock to see if it is
clear; it attempts to write its processor ID to the lock; and then it passes through the
lock successfully if it reads its own ID. A processor that successfully passes through
the lock eventually clears the shared variable so that others may pass through; until
this occurs, the processor is said to own the lock. Mutual exclusion is guaranteed as
long as no two processors believe they own the lock at the same time. Recall that a
lock is the mechanism behind Fischer’s algorithm, as seen in Figure 3. Also, Fischer’s
mutual exclusion algorithm also allows for pauses. We begin our analyses without
considering the eﬀect of a pause; however, we return to consider the pause later in
the paper.
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We will often compare the behavior of a lock with a double lock, by which we
mean two successive back-to-back locks, each with its own shared variable. When a
processor passes through the ﬁrst lock of a double lock, it then begins the inspection
phase for the second lock of the double lock. A processor is said to own a double lock
only after it has passed through the second lock, and mutual exclusion is guaranteed
as long as no two processors believe they own the lock at the same time. A natural
question we consider here is whether using two short locks in a double lock might be
better than using a long single lock.
We denote the three phases by I, W, and R, respectively. In this section, unless
otherwise stated, we assume that the times for each of these actions are exponentially
distributed, with means i, w, and r respectively, where the values of i, w, and r
are ﬁxed constants (independent of the number of processors in the system). For
convenience, we scale so that w = 1 unless otherwise noted.
We emphasize that an operation is meant to take place atomically (that is instantaneously, from the point of view of the processes) at the end of the time interval
corresponding to the operation. That is, the fact that operations take time to complete is not to suggest that they do not take place atomically, but only that there is a
delay between when an operation is initiated by a processor and when it completes.
One way to view this model is that operations initiated by a processor are scheduled
in some way, say, on a shared disk system. The scheduling causes a random delay
between when an operation is initiated and when it is completed. A processor sees
the results of an operation as soon as it is completed.
We begin by presenting some simple arguments regarding how many processors
complete successive stages of a lock in the face of contention. These arguments do not
answer our main question, which is how often just one processor successfully obtains a
lock in the face of contention. They do, however, introduce the ﬂavor of our arguments
and provide some initial insight.
Theorem 1. Consider a situation where n processors begin inspecting a free lock
at 
the same time. Then, with probability bounded below by some constant, at least
Ω( n/i) processors complete the inspection stage before the ﬁrst write completes.
Remark. The assumption that the processors begin at the same time is for convenience; since all times are exponentially distributed, as long as a write has not
occurred, we may take any instant when n processors are in the I stage as the beginning.
Proof. We derive a recursive function pj describing the probability that at least
j processors successfully inspect the lock before the ﬁrst write. Suppose that jth
inspection has just completed, and no writes have yet occurred. Then the time until
the next inspection completes is exponentially distributed with mean i/(n − j), as
there are n − j processors remaining. The time until the ﬁrst write completes is
exponentially distributed with mean 1/j, as there are j processors attempting a write.
Hence, the probability that another inspection completes before the ﬁrst write is
n−j
n−j
ij+n−j . Recursively, then, we have p1 = 1 and pj+1 = pj ij+n−j .

Let z = n/i. Then


n−j
ij + n − j
1≤j≤z

 
ij
1−
=
ij + n − j

pz+1 =

1≤j≤z
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≥

 

1−

1≤j≤z

ij
(1 − )n



for an  that goes to 0 as n gets large. Hence,
 
z
 
1
ij
≥ 1−
1−
pz+1 ≥
,
(1 − )n
(1 − )z
1≤j≤z

large n. This demonstrates that
which is arbitrarily close to e−1/(1− ) for suﬃciently
with at least some constant probability, at least Ω( n/i) processors complete the I
stage.
It is easy to extend the proof of Theorem 1 to show that the expected
number of
processors that complete their I stage before the ﬁrst write is actually Θ( n/i).
Theorem 2. Consider the setting of Theorem 1. The expectednumber of processors that complete the inspection stage before the ﬁrst write is Θ( n/i).
Proof. The lower bound follows from Theorem 1. For the upper bound, note
that the expected
to complete the inspection stage before the

 number of processors
ﬁrst write is m≥1 pm . Let z = n/i; then for any integer k ≥ 1, for y such that
zk < y ≤ z(k + 1),


py =

1≤j≤y−1

n−j
≤
ij + n − j


z≤j≤y−1

n
≤
ij + n


1+

1
z

−(k−1)z

< 2−k+1 .



It follows that m≥1 pm < 3 n/i.
In fact, asymptotically exact formulae can be found with some work. We demonstrate this for the case i = 1, which yields an interesting result,although the same
technique applies for other cases. When i = 1, we have pk = 1≤j≤k−1 n−j
n , and
the expected
number
of
processors
that
complete
the
I
stage
before
the
ﬁrst
write is
n
EI = k=1 pk . Consider plotting the points ((k − 1)/n, npk ) in the ﬁrst quadrant
of the Euclidean plane for k = 1, . . . , n. The area under the successive axes-parallel
rectangles deﬁned by these points equals the desired expectation EI . Moreover, the
area of these rectangles approximates the area under a curve passing through these
points. Deﬁning a curve that passes through these points is diﬃcult, but we can ﬁnd
a curve that nearly passes through these points quite easily. Consider moving from
(x, y) = ((k − 1)/n, npk ) to (k/n, npk+1 ). Note that as we move ∆x = 1/n on the
x-axis, the corresponding y-value drops by ∆y = −(x + ∆x)y. Hence, our points are
well approximated by the curve deﬁned by the diﬀerential equation dy/dx = −nxy
2
and the boundary condition y(0) = n. This curve is just y = ne−nx /2 . The area
under the curve is

 1
πn
−nx2 /2
+ O(1).
ne
dx =
2
0
Hence,
 πn if n processors begin an I stage, then (up to lower order terms) on average
2 processors complete their inspection before the ﬁrst write occurs.
This argument for i = 1 can be formalized by noting that
pk =


1≤j≤k−1

n−j
≤
n


1≤j≤k−1

e−j/n = e−k(k−1)/2n ≤ e−(k−1)

2

/2n

.
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It easily follows that

n

k=1


1+

pk is bounded above by

n

0

e

−x2 /2n


dx =

1

0

ne−nx

2

/2

dx + O(1).

2

Similarly, using 1 − x ≥ e−x−x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2, we have for k ≤ n/2
pk =


1≤j≤k−1

n−j
≥
n



e−j/n−j

2

/n2

≥ e−k(k−1)/2n−k(k−1)(2k−1)/6n

2

1≤j≤k−1

≥ e−k

2

/2n−k3 /3n2

.

n
2
3
1/2
It follows that k=1 pk is bounded below by 0 ne−nx /2−nx /3 dx+O(1), and it can
2
1
be checked that this is equal to 0 ne−nx /2 dx + O(1). (For example, split the integral
into two parts, the ﬁrst covering the range [0, n−5/12 ] and the second [n−5/12 , 1/2].
The cubic term is lower order in the exponent in the ﬁrst range and can be absorbed
in the O(1). Similarly, the exponential term in the second range is small enough to
be absorbed in the O(1), which also explains why the diﬀerence between integrating
to 1/2 and integrating to 1 can be dismissed.)
Theorem 3. Consider a situation where n processors begin to write to a lock
at the same time. Then on average Θ(ln(rn)/r) read their own value, and in fact
Θ(ln(rn)/r) read their own value with probability 1 − o(1).
Proof. The time between the jth and (j + 1)st write is exponentially distributed
with mean 1/(n − j). Hence, the probability that the processor that makes the jth
write reads its own value is
r

1
n−j
1
+ n−j

=

1
.
r(n − j) + 1

The expected number of processors that read their own value is therefore
n
j=1

1
.
r(n − j) + 1

n

When r = 1, this is simply j=1 1/j = H(n) ≈ ln n. Otherwise, bounding the sum
by appropriate integrals we have


n

x=1

1
dx ≤
xr + 1

n
j=1

1
≤1+
r(n − j) + 1



n

x=0

1
dx,
xr + 1

and hence
ln (rn + 1) ln (r + 1)
−
≤
r
r

n
j=1

ln (rn + 1)
1
≤1+
.
r(n − j) + 1
r

The argument can be easily extended to show that the number of processors
that read their own value is Θ(ln n) with high probability. Let Xj be the event that
the processor that makes the jth write reads its own value. Under the assumption
of exponentially distributed read and write times, the Xj are independent. Letting
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n
X = j=1 Xj , we may use the standard Chernoﬀ bound (see, for example, Corollary
A.14 of [1])
Pr(|X − E[X]| ≥ E[X]) ≤ 2e−

2

E[X]/3

.

Hence, for any ﬁxed r the probability of X deviating from the mean by more than
E[X] falls inverse polynomially in n, proving the theorem.
From Theorems 1 and 3 we immediately obtain as a corollary that two locks
are signiﬁcantly better than one, in terms of the number of processors that can get
through (in the case√of no pauses). Speciﬁcally, for a single lock with all times having
the same mean, Θ( n) processors inspect the free lock before a write
√ occurs with
constant probability. Of these processors, with high probability Θ(ln n) = Θ(ln n)
then read their own values and hence pass through the lock. For a double lock, from
Theorem 3, with high probability O(ln n) get through the ﬁrst lock, and hence with
high probability at most O(ln ln n) pass through the second. Note that changing the
mean times for the I, W, or R operations (while keeping them constant) changes only
these expressions by constant factors, and hence this remains true even if the average
time to pass through the lock is the same in both scenarios. Hence, in the face of
suﬃciently large contention, double locks are much better with regard to the number
of processors that pass through (on average, with no pauses).
2.4. How often does one pass through? Showing that on average fewer
processors pass through a double lock than a long single lock does not really answer
our question of which is better. The proper measure of performance is how often a
lock successfully allows only one processor through. We now focus on this variable.
First, we show that for a single lock with exponentially distributed read and write
times (and no pause), a single lock can perform quite poorly under high contention.
Theorem 4. Consider a single lock with n processors beginning a write at
thesame time. The probability that just a single processor reads its own value is
O( r 1/rn).
Proof. We begin with the case r = 1. Recall from Theorem 3 that the jth
processor to write reads its own value with probability 1/(r(n − j) + 1) and that all
such events can be treated as independent. Clearly, the last processor to write will
read its own value. The probability that it is the only one to do so is





1
1
1
12
n−1
1
1−
... 1 −
1−
=
...
= .
2
3
n
23
n
n
Thus, when r = 1, the probability that only one processor believes it obtains the lock
is 1/n. For a general r, this probability is
 n−1
n−1


1
≤
1−
e−1/(r(n−i)+1)
r(n
−
j)
+
1
j=1
i=1
n−1
= e− i=1 1/(r(n−i)+1)
≤ e−1−(ln(rn)+1)/r ,

and the last term is O( r 1/rn).
The result of Theorem 4 demonstrates how the probability of success increases
with r and decreases with n. Although increasing r substantially increases the probability of just one processor successfully obtaining the lock, as n grows large, for any
ﬁxed r this probability falls to 0.
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We now consider the probability of exactly one processor taking control of a
double lock. Under a reasonable assumption, we ﬁnd that in this case, the probability
that a single processor obtains the lock is bounded below by a constant, regardless of
how n grows. This result is somewhat surprising, given the previous result for a single
lock.
In this setting, we adopt the following assumption: once a processor passes
through the second lock, it will hold that lock for a reasonably long amount of time.
Hence, if one processor writes to the second lock before any others read it, we assume
that this processor does not clear the second lock until well after all others read that
it has possession. This assumption simpliﬁes the problem, as now we need to consider
only the problem of whether one processor writes to the second lock before any others
read it. It is also reasonable, since a lock is held long enough so that the critical region
can be executed.
Theorem 5. Let n processors begin a write for a ﬁrst lock of a double lock at
the same time. Then with probability bounded below by some constant, one processor
writes to obtain the second lock before any other processors successfully pass through
the ﬁrst lock.
Proof. The intuition behind the theorem is relatively simple. With some constant
probability, one lucky processor passes through the ﬁrst lock quickly. It then writes
to obtain the second lock before any other lucky processors can pass through the ﬁrst
lock. We now formalize this intuition. We ﬁrst consider the case where i = r = w = 1
for convenience. Also, we assume all relevant quantities are integers and avoid ﬂoor
and ceiling notation for convenience as well.
1
The jth processor to write passes through the ﬁrst lock with probability n−j+1
.
Hence the probability that none of the ﬁrst n/2 processors passes through the ﬁrst
lock is
n/2 



j=1

1
1−
n−j+1


=

n−1n−2
n/2
1
...
= .
n n−1
n/2 + 1
2

Similarly, the probability that exactly one of the ﬁrst n/2 processors passes through
the ﬁrst lock is



n/2
n/2
n/2 
1

1
1
1
ln 2
n−j+1


=
1−
≥
− o(1).
1
n
−
k
+
1
2
n
−
j
2
1 − n−j+1 k=1
j=1
j=1
Now suppose exactly one processor from the ﬁrst n/2 passes through the ﬁrst
lock; let it be the jth to write. We now lower bound the probability this processor
writes to obtain the second lock before any other processor passes through the ﬁrst
lock. To do so, this processor must complete both an I and W operation. Since
all operation times are exponential, with constant probability both these operations
complete before the (7n/8)th processor completes its write to the ﬁrst lock. This is
clear since with probability 1/2, the I operation occurs before 1/2 of the remaining
n − j writes to the ﬁrst lock. Assuming this happens, with probability 1/2 again,
the second W operation completes before 1/2 the remaining writes to the ﬁrst lock.
Hence, with the probability 1/4, the jth processor ﬁnishes the I and W operation
for the second lock by the time processor j + (n − j)/2 + (1/2)(n − (j + (n − j)/2))
writes to the ﬁrst lock. Since j ≤ n/2, we have that with constant probability the jth
processor ﬁnishes the I and W operation for the second lock by the time the (7n/8)th
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processor writes to the ﬁrst lock. Now, however, by the same argument as previously,
the probability that no processors from the (n/2)nd to the (7n/8)th ﬁnish their ﬁrst
write and pass through to the second lock is
7n/8




1−

i=n/2+1

1
n−i+1


=

1
.
4

Because of the memorylessness of the exponential distribution, all of these events
can be treated as independent, and hence with probability bounded below by some
constant a single processor successfully writes to the second lock as in the statement
of the theorem.
When r and i are ﬁxed constants other than 1, the same argument suﬃces; various
constants in the argument must be changed to reﬂect the change in r and i. We sketch
the required changes. The jth processor passes through the ﬁrst lock with probability
1
1+r(n−j) . Hence, the probability that none of the ﬁrst n/2 processors passes through
the ﬁrst lock is
n/2 



1−

j=1

1
r(n − j) + 1


.

2

We may bound this by noting 1 − x ≥ e−x−x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2. Hence,
n/2 



j=1

1−

1
r(n − j) + 1



n/2

≤



e−1/(r(n−j)+1)−1/(r(n−j)+1)

2

j=1

n/2
−1/r(n−j)
= e j=1
(1 − o(1))
−(H(n−1)−H(n/2))/r
=e
(1 − o(1))
= 2−1/r (1 − o(1)).

Similarly, the probability that exactly one such processor passes through the ﬁrst lock
is



n/2
n/2
n/2 
1

1
1
 = 2−1/r
 r(n−j)+1
(1 − o(1))
1
−
1
r(n
−
k)
+
1
r(n
− j)
1
−
r(n−j)+1
j=1
j=1
k=1

=

2−1/r ln 2
(1 − o(1)).
r

Now suppose exactly one processor passes through the ﬁrst lock. For this processor to write to obtain the second lock before any other processor passes through
the ﬁrst lock, it must complete both an I and W operation. Since all operation times
are exponential, with constant probability both these operations complete before the
(αn)th processor completes its write for some constant α depending on i. However,
the probability that no processors from the (n/2)nd to the (αn)th ﬁnish their ﬁrst
write and pass through to the second lock is
αn

j=n/2+1



1
1−
r(n − j) + 1


,
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which can be bounded above and below by some constant independent of n. Hence,
again with probability bounded below by some constant, a single processor successfully
writes to the second lock as in the statement of the theorem.
The rather loose analysis of Theorem 5 greatly underestimates the probability
that a single processor successfully writes to the second lock before all others. The
true probabilities are best determined by simulations, and hence we return to this
question in section 5.
We also note that another way to gain better insight into the exact probability
that a single processor successfully passes through the double lock is to consider the
underlying Markov chain. For instance, this chain can easily be represented as a sixdimensional Markov chain, where each dimension tracks the number of processors in
each state. Examining this Markov chain could lead to provable bounds on various
probabilities associated with the lock’s behavior. Of course, a complete analysis of
this complex chain appears rather diﬃcult. We therefore feel that our intuitive proof,
combined with simulation results, is a natural approach to the problem.
Given that two locks have a diﬀerent behavior than one, one might naturally ask
whether three (or more) locks have a diﬀerent behavior than two. Using induction
and the above results one can show that using 2k consecutive locks, the probability of
more than one processor successively passing through is at most γ k for some constant
γ. Could the behavior be even better than exponentially decreasing? We show that
the answer to this question is negative by considering the limiting case where just two
processors start together at the ﬁrst lock.
Theorem 6. Consider two processors starting at a sequence of k locks. Then
the probability that both processors pass through the ﬁnal lock is at least β k for some
constant β depending on i, w, and r.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that the probability that two processors “follow each other”
through the lock is a constant. That is, consider the following sequence of events:
1. Both processors inspect the lock before either writes.
2. The ﬁrst processor to complete a write to the lock reads back its value before
the other processor completes its write to the lock.
3. The second processor to complete a write to the lock reads back its value
before the other processor inspects the subsequent lock.
If these events occur, because of the memorylessness property of the exponential
distribution, the two processors are then in a similar state as though they had both
just begun competing for the subsequent lock. It is clear that the intersection of
these events hold with constant probability. In fact, by the fairness property and
the memorylessness property, we can calculate that all of these events occur with
probability β, where
β=

w
w
i
i
.
i+wr+wi+wi+r

By induction, the probability of both processors passing together through k consecutive locks is at least β k .
Thus, for any number of successive locks in this setting, the best one can hope
for is a failure probability that decreases exponentially in the number of locks.
3. The gamma distribution. While the previous section, in which we considered exponential random variables, showed that a double lock is better than a single
lock, the results must of course be taken in context. Since we know that in the case
where all times are deterministic (and, for example, all operations require the same
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time) that a single lock is suﬃcient, it becomes interesting to consider how strongly
this behavior depends on the underlying distribution. We oﬀer some insight into this
problem by considering the gamma distribution. Recall that a gamma distribution
is the sum of a number of independent exponential random variables (of the same
mean). For example, a gamma(2) distributed random variable with mean 1 is the
sum of two exponential random variables, each with mean 1/2.
We show that for a gamma(2) distribution, the probability that only a single
processor obtains a single lock is bounded below by a constant independent of n,
the number of processors contending for the lock. Hence, in this case, a single lock
behaves more like a double lock under the exponential distribution.
The intuition behind this performance is as follows. Consider the case where n
processors are initiating the write stage for the lock at the same time. We may think
of the write phase for a processor as consisting of two subphases, each corresponding
to an exponentially distributed amount of time. Let us say that a processor is halfdone with the write stage if it has completed its ﬁrst subphase, done or completed if
its write is fully complete, and unstarted if it is not yet even half-done. Before the
ﬁrst processor to complete a write ﬁnishes the write, several processors will be halfdone. The number of processors half-done with their write are very likely to prevent
this ﬁrst processor from reading its value, for it is very likely that one of these halfdone processors will complete its write before this processor can ﬁnish its read. This
situation, where half-done writes overwrite completed writes before the corresponding
read ﬁnishes, is likely to occur until few processors remain to complete their writes.
When there are few processors remaining, it is possible for a read to complete before
the processor value is overwritten, but this happens only with constant probability.
We present the above argument more formally in the theorem below for the case
where reads and writes execute with the same average time. For convenience, we take
this mean to be 2.
Theorem 7. Consider n processors beginning the write for a single lock, where
the times for writes and reads have independent gamma(2) distributions with mean 2.
Then a single processor reads its own value with probability bounded below by some
constant.
Proof. We assume that n is suﬃciently large throughout. We wish to show that
only the last processor to write its value reads its own value with constant probability.
The proof is divided into three parts, corresponding to the beginning, the middle, and
the end of the process.
For the beginning, we wish to show that with constant probability,
√ by the time the
ﬁrst write completes, with constant probability there are at least 6 n processors that
are half-done. This will ensure that suﬃciently many half-done processors are around
to block the completion of any write for all but the end of the process. Consider the
time until the ﬁrst write completes. Let pj be the probability that at least j processors
are at least half-done by this point. By the same argument as Theorem 1, p1 = 1
and pj+1 = pj n−j
n . It is straightforward
√ to use this recurrence in a manner similar
to Theorem 1 to show that at least 6 n are half-done when the ﬁrst write completes
with constant probability. (Note that, if we wished to bound this probability, we
might do better to consider explicitly the behavior of the process until the ﬁrst few
writes complete; however, for our purposes the above is suﬃcient.)
For the middle,
we show that with constant probability, conditioned on the fact
√
that at least 6 n half-done processors exist at the time the ﬁrst write completes, there
are always many half-done processors until the very end of the process. Explicitly,
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√
we claim that with constant probability there are always √at least 2 n processors
half-done with their writes as long as there are at least 10 n unstarted processors.
This is easily seen by making a stochastic comparison with the number of half-done
processors and a simple random walk. When there are u unstarted processors and h
u
half-done processors, the probability that h increases (and u decreases) is h+u
, and
h
the probability that h decreases (and u stays the same) is h+u . Moreover, because all
√
distributions
√ are exponential, each step is independent. In particular, when u ≥ 10 n
and h < 10 n, the number of half-done processors h is biased√upwards.
an unbiased random walk that starts at 6 n with boundaries at
√ Now consider
√
2 n and
10
n
that
runs for
√ 2n steps. We claim that it is more likely that h is at
√
least 2 n until there are 10 √n unstarted processors than that this unbiased random
walk reaches the boundary 2 n. This follows
from a standard stochastic domination
√
argument; the value h also begins at 6 n, it changes less than 2n times, and it is
always more likely to increase than the unbiased random walk. Standard results√in
probability theory now yield that the random walk (and hence h) stays above 2 n
with constant probability.
√
√ This is most easily seen by noting that for the walk to reach 2 n, it must fall
2 n in either the ﬁrst n or the last n steps. Let Xi = 1 if a walk of n steps goes up
on the ith step, and let Xi = −1 if it goes down on the ith step. Then from Theorem
A.1 of
which √
is derived in a manner similar to Chernoﬀ bounds, the probability
[1],
n
that √i=1 Xi ≤ 2 n is at most e−2 . By a union bound, the probability that the walk
falls 2 n in either the ﬁrst n or the last n steps is at most 2e−2 .
√
Now, conditioned on all of the above, up to the point where there are 10 n
unstarted processors, with constant probability no processor will read its own value.
For to do so, any such processor must complete two read phases before any of the
1
half-done writes complete. In each case the probability of doing so is ( 2√1 n )2 = 4n
,
3
and hence by the union bound with probability at least 4 no processor to this point
reads its own value.
We clarify that this statement follows using conditional probabilities,
√ not a union
bound. That is, we deﬁne the following: let A be the event that 6 n processes
√
are half-done when the ﬁrst write completes. Let B be√the event that at least 2 n
n unstarted processes. Let
processes are half-done as long as there are at least 10 √
C be the event that, up to the point where there are 10 n unstarted processes, no
processor reads its own value. Then
Pr(C) ≥ Pr(C|B) · Pr(B|A) · Pr(A),
and we have shown that all of the above on the right-hand side are constants.
We now need to consider the end of the process. To see what happens toward
the end of the process, consider what would happen if the system began with all
processors half-done with their writes. The jth processor to complete its write would
then successfully read its own value if it completed two read phases before any of
1
the half-done writes completed, which occurs with probability ( n−j+1
)2 . Hence, the
probability that any
processor other than the last to write would read its own value
n−1
1
would be at most j=1 ( n−j+1
)2 < π62 . (We elaborate on this in Theorem 8.)
In the actual process,
we have already seen that all behaves well up to the point
√
when there are 10 n unstarted processors. After this point, we claim the system
behaves similarly to one where all remaining processors begin half-done with their
writes. Speciﬁcally, we show that at the last point in time when there are k processors
left unstarted, there are at least k log n/2 processors left with probability 1 − o(1) for
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√
all k from 1 to 10 n. This implies that at the end of the process, we always have
that most processors are half-done, which will suﬃce.
Let us consider the speciﬁc case where k = 1. The probability that the (n − j)th
processor to become half-done has not yet completed at the ﬁrst time when there is
one processor left unstarted is just 1/(j +1). Hence, the expected number of half-done
processors at the point where there is just one unstarted processor is approximately
H(n) ≈ log n. Moreover, the events (that the jth processor to become half-done has
not yet completed) are independent, so we may apply Chernoﬀ bounds. Hence, we
ﬁnd the probability that there are not at least log n/2 half-done processors is at most
1/n1/16 .
We may attack larger k similarly. The probability that the (n − j)th processor to
become half-done has not yet completed while there are k processors left unstarted is
just k/(j + 1). Hence, the expected number of half-done processors at the point where
there are k unstarted processors is approximately k(H(n) − H(k)) ≈ k log (n/k). For
k ≤ log n, a Chernoﬀ bounds yields that the probability that there are√not at least
k log (n/k)/2 half-done processors is at most 1/n1/16 . For log n ≤ k ≤ 10 n, Chernoﬀ
bounds yield that the probability that there are not at least k log (n/k)/2 half-done
processors
is at most n− log n/8 . Using a union bound, we ﬁnd that, for all k from 1
√
to 10 n, at the last point in time when there are k process left unstarted, there are
at least k log (n/k)/2 half-done processors left with probability 1 − o(1).
Let us temporarily assume that this is the case. Let u(j) be the number of
unstarted processors when the jth processor to write completes its write. Then the
probability that the jth processor to write reads its own value is at most


1
n − j − u(j) + 1

2
.

√
We are interested only in the situation when u(j) ≤ 10√ n. Hence, the probability
that some processor reads its own value when u(j) ≤ 10 n is bounded above by
n−1 
j=1

1
√
n − j − min(10 n, u(j)) + 1

2
.

Note that summing to n − 1 is clearly overcounting. Also, with high probability, for
j = n − log n/2 to n − 1 the value of u(j) is 0. It follows that with high probability
the above sum is just
n−1 
j=1

1
n−j+1

2
+ o(1) <

6
+ o(1),
π2

√
where the o(1) term corrects for the min(10 n, u(j)) term.
√To show that this suﬃces, let D be the event that, from the point where there are
10 n unstarted processes, no processor
√ except the last reads its own value. Let E be
the event that for all k from 1 to 10 n, when there are k processors left unstarted,
there are at least k log (n/k)/2 processors left. Finally, let S be the successful event
that no processor except the last reads its own value.
Then
Pr(S) = Pr(D ∧ C) ≥ Pr(D ∧ C ∧ E) = Pr(D|C ∧ E) · Pr(C ∧ E).
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The argument regarding the end of the process shows that Pr(D|C ∧ E) is bounded
below by a constant. Also, Pr(C ∧ E) is bounded below by a constant, since Pr(C) is
and Pr(E) is 1 − o(1). Hence, Pr(S) is bounded below by a constant and the theorem
is proven.
To summarize, we ﬁnd that in the very beginning no processors pass through the
lock with high probability, and several processors become half-done with their writes.
Conditioned on this, with constant probability the number of processors half-done
with their writes remains high, and hence no processors pass through the lock in the
middle. Finally, at the end, with high probability we are always in a state where
“almost all” of the processors are half-done. By combining all of the conditioning
appropriately, we ﬁnd that no processor except the last passes through the lock at
the end with probability bounded below by a constant.
The proof of Theorem 7 is somewhat limiting, in that the read and write times
are taken to be equal, and in practice one may desire a diﬀerent initial state, such
as when all processors start at the inspect phase. It appears that the theorem above
should hold for more general cases; however, writing an appropriate generalization
appears diﬃcult. Finding a more elementary proof therefore remains an interesting
question.
Theorem 7 has an interesting implication. Because a gamma(2) distribution is
just the sum of two exponential distributions, we could easily turn a setting with
exponentially distributed read and write times into one with gamma(2) distributed
read and write times. Each read and write operation would simply be preceded by a
“dummy” read or write operation. If the operations are uncorrelated, this eﬀectively
changes the distributions from exponential to gamma(2). Although this doubles the
average time to obtain a lock, it changes the probability that a single processor successfully accesses the lock from a diminishing function of the number of processors n
to something bounded below by a constant.
In fact, the dummy read or write operations are equivalent to a pause operation,
where a pause takes a random amount of time. In Fischer’s algorithm, only the read
and not the write operation is delayed in this manner. It is therefore natural to now
consider the case of Fischer’s algorithm, where all operation times are exponential
and there is a pause before the ﬁnal read.
Theorem 8. Consider n processors beginning the write for a single lock, where
writes and reads have independent exponential distributions with mean 1, and there
is a pause before each ﬁnal read of time that is also independent and exponentially
distributed with mean 1. Then a single processor reads its own value with probability
n+1
2n .
Proof. For the jth processor to complete its write to read its own value, the
corresponding pause and read operation must occur before any other writes occur.
1
This happens with probability ( n−j+1
)2 . Hence, all but the last processor to write
fail to pass through the lock with probability
n 

j=2

1
1− 2
j



n

j2 − 1
j2
j=2
n
n
j=2 (j − 1)
j=2 (j + 1)


=
n
n
j=2 j
j=2 j
n+1
.
=
2n

=
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Theorem 8 demonstrates the importance of the pause operation in the context
of Fischer’s algorithm in the case of exponentially distributed operation times. The
pause leads to a completely diﬀerent type of behavior, avoiding conﬂict in the critical
region over half of the time.
It is worth noting also that the approach to lower bound the failure probability
for multiple locks from Theorem 6 can be extended to the case where operation times
have the gamma distribution as well. Again, we just imagine two processors following
each other through the proper stages and use the properties of the exponential distributions. Hence, the best we could hope for is a failure probability that decreases
exponentially with the number of sequential locks.
4. Two protocols. We now apply some of the previous results in considering
the performance of two mutual exclusion algorithms ﬁrst suggested by Lynch and
Shavit [12]. Both provide mutual exclusion and weak deadlock-freedom.
The ﬁrst protocol we consider, given in Figure 4, is the combined Fischer–Lamport
algorithm presented as Algorithm 3 in [12]. It uses two registers. We also consider
an algorithm using three registers also discussed in [12] that is obtained by directly
replacing the critical region of Fischer’s algorithm with a Lamport style algorithm for
mutual exclusion, as shown in Figure 5.
The scheme using three registers (FL2) behaves similarly to a double lock. The
ﬁrst lock is represented by the x register, and the second “lock” consists of both
the y and z registers. Hence, with exponential service times, even without a pause,
we would expect a constant probability for some processor to successfully execute the
critical region on each trial. The logic is the same as that of Theorem 5; one fortunate
early processor passes through the lock represented by register x and then reaches the
critical region before another processor can block it.
The scheme using two registers behaves essentially like a single lock on the register
x with the additional register y to ensure that only a single processor enters the
critical region. It follows immediately from Theorem 8 that if the operation times
are independently and exponentially distributed (including the pause), then a single
FL1
x, y: shared registers, initially 0
p: current process index
% Entering ME-lock
L:
if x = 0 then goto L;
x := p;
pause
if x = p then goto L;
if y = 0 then goto L;
y := 1;
if x = p then goto L;
enter critical region;
exit critical region;
y := 0;
x := 0;
% Exiting ME-lock
Fig. 4. A clever Fischer–Lamport combination.
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FL2
x, y, z: shared registers, initially 0
p: current process index
% Entering ME-lock
L:
if x = 0 then goto L;
x := p;
pause
if x = i then goto L;
y := p;
if z = 0 then goto L;
z := 1;
if y = p then goto L;
enter critical region;
exit critical region;
z := 0;
x := 0;
% Exiting ME-lock
Fig. 5. A direct Fischer–Lamport combination.

processor passes through the x lock and hence successfully executes the critical region
with probability bounded below by some constant. Similarly, it is easy to show that
the probability of a processor obtaining the critical region goes to 0 as the number of
processors increases when the pause is removed. We formalize this explicitly.
Theorem 9. Consider n processors beginning at L in the algorithm FL1 of
Figure 4. If writes and reads have independent exponential distributions with mean 1,
and the pause takes time 0 (i.e., no pause), then the probability that any processor
enters the critical region is o(1).
Proof. As usual, we assume that n is suﬃciently
√ large throughout. First, we note
that with high probability (1 − o(1)), at least Ω( 3 n) of the n processors starting at L
reach the write step, as can be seen using the argument √
of Theorem 1 with z = n1/3 .
We may therefore assume that we begin with m = Ω( 3 n) processors at the write
stage.
We derive two bounds. The ﬁrst shows that processors that complete the write to
x early are unlikely to reach the critical region, and the second shows that processors
that complete the write to x late are unlikely to reach the critical region.
The jth processor to write its own value in register x must read back its value, read
register y, write register y, and read its own value again before any other processor
writes to register x to obtain the critical region. By now familiar reasoning, the
probability of all of these events occurring is 1/(m − j + 1)4 . By the union bound, the
probability that any of ﬁrst m − m1/3 processors that write to register x read back
its own value is
m−m1/3
j=1

1
= o(1).
(m − j + 1)4

For the second bound, we consider the ﬁnal m1/3 processors that write their values
into register x. Note that the jth processor to write its own value in register x can
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reach the critical region only if no processor writes the value 1 on register y before
this processor can read the register y. Consider the ﬁrst m − 5m1/3 processors. We
claim that with probability 1 − o(1), one of these processors writes a 1 on register y
before any of the ﬁnal m1/3 processors to write into register x reads register y.
By the same argument as Theorem 4, the probability that none of the ﬁrst m −
5m1/3 reads back its value from register x and proceeds to write to register y is




1
1
1
=
1−
... 1 −
= o(1).
m
(5m1/3 + 1)
5m1/3
Hence, with probability 1−o(1) at least one processor attempts a write to y. Consider
any such processor. For it to fail to write before the (m − m1/3 )rd write to x, either
y must have already been written over with a 1 (in which case we are done), or one
the following events must occur:
• the read of y must occur after the (m − 3m1/3 )rd write to x;
• the read of y occurs before the (m − 3m1/3 )rd write to x and the write to y
occurs after the (m − m1/3 )rd write to x.
Since all operation times have the same mean, the probability of the ﬁrst event is
at most 1/2m1/3 , and the probability of the second event is at most 1/2m1/3 . By a
union bound, the probability y still holds the value 0, for any of the last (m − m1/3 )
writes is thus only o(1).
Hence, considering both cases, a processor successfully enters the critical region
with probability only o(1).
We note that we have not attempted to optimize the bounds of Theorem 9. A
tight analysis would be interesting.
5. Simulations. In this section, we present the results of simulations of locks
and double locks with varying service times, as well as examine the performance
of some mutual exclusion algorithms that use locklike structures. The goal of this
section is to demonstrate that our previous theorems accurately describe perceived
performance, as well as gain more insight into the actual performance of mutual
exclusion algorithms under these distributions.
We simulated single and double locks using operation times with an exponential
distribution, a gamma(2) distribution, and a gamma(3) distribution. For the double
lock, all operations have the same mean time, which we scale to be 1. For the single
lock, we have simulated two cases: one where all operations have the same mean time,
and one where the ﬁnal read operation has mean 4, so that the total average time for
a lock to try a processor is the same as that for a double lock. We call this a long lock.
Each data point represents the fraction of 10,000 trials for which a single processor
successfully passed through the lock.
The results are presented in Figure 6. We point out some features of interest. As
expected, we ﬁnd that a double lock dramatically outperforms a single lock in the case
of the exponential distribution. Moreover, the poor performance of a single lock as
the contention grows is clear. For the gamma distributions, however, the single lock
performance does not deteriorate with contention, as expected. With a gamma(3)
distribution, a single long lock outperforms a double lock.
Interestingly, the behavior as the number of processors increases is diﬀerent for
the three distributions. For the exponential distribution, the probability of success appears to decrease monotonically in the number of processors, while for the gamma(3)
distribution the probability appears to increase monotonically in the number of processors. Meanwhile, for the gamma(2) distribution, the probability is nonmonotonic
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Fig. 6. Comparing the behavior of a single lock and a double lock.
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Fischer-Lamport Variations
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Fig. 7. Comparing combined mutual exclusion algorithms.

in the number of processors. This behavior may be worthy of future study, if only as
a mathematical curiosity.
We also present some results for the mutual exclusion algorithms of section 4 in
Figure 7. For these results, the distribution of the time for all operations is taken to
be exponential with mean 1.
Note the dramatic eﬀect of the pause in the performance of FL1. This is not
surprising, given the analysis of section 4. Also, note that with the pause the FL1
algorithm succeeds a little more than 1/2 of the time. A rough approximation of
this behavior is derivable from Theorem 8. Slightly over 1/2 of the time, a single
processor will pass through the ﬁrst lock. When multiple processors pass through the
ﬁrst lock, sometimes one will reach the critical region before any other processor can
block it; this accounts for the additional probability of success. The mutual exclusion
algorithm FL2 performs better, but of course it uses an extra register, and on average
more time, since more reads and writes are performed by each processor. Tighter
analyses or exhaustive simulations of the behavior of these algorithms might lead to a
better comparison. It seems diﬃcult to develop a more general statement as to which
algorithm is preferable, as the decision may simply depend on the underlying timing
distributions.
6. Conclusions and open questions. We have examined the behavior of timed
locks under simple distributions, including exponential and gamma distributions, using both theoretical analysis and simulations. In particular, we have focused on the
question of whether two locks are better than one and shown how it may depend on
the distribution of the completion time of operations. We have also considered how
this aﬀects the design of mutual exclusion algorithms. Our work represents the ﬁrst
step toward designing a mutual exclusion algorithm based on random times that oﬀers
better performance in realistic situations than algorithms designed for the worst case.
We believe there are several ways to extend this work. A better understanding
of the Markov chains underlying double or more extensive sequences of locks would
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be interesting. For example, it would be appealing to determine with some accuracy
the probability that only one processor passes through a double lock (even if only
in the limiting case) by analyzing the underlying Markov chain in a more careful
manner. Also, it would be worthwhile to understand the behavior of timed locks
under more general distributions. In particular, truncated distributions where events
occur within some bounded period of time may provide a more realistic description of
actual behavior. Situations where the read and write times are somehow correlated
may also be more realistic.
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